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The  extraordinary  propaganda  being  conducted  against  Russia  by  the  US  and  UK
governments and Ministries of Propaganda, a.k.a., the “Western media,”  have the purpose
of driving the world to war that no one can win.  European governments need to rouse
themselves from insouciance, because Europe will be the first to be vaporized due to the US
missile bases that Europe hosts to guarantee its “security.”

As reported by Tyler Durden of Zero Hedge, the Russian response to the extra-legal ruling of
a corrupt court in the Netherlands, which had no jurisdiction over the case on which it ruled,
awarding $50 billion dollars  from the Russian government to shareholders of  Yukos,  a
corrupt entity that was looting Russia and evading taxes, is telling.  Asked what Russia
would do about the ruling, an advisor to President Putin replied, “There is a war coming in
Europe.” Do you really think this ruling matters?”

The West has ganged up on Russia, because the West is totally corrupt.  The wealth of the
elites is based not only on looting weaker countries whose leaders can be purchased (read
John Perkins’ Confessions of an Economic Hit Man for instruction on how the looting works),
but also on looting their own citizens. The American elites excel at looting their fellow
citizens and have wiped out most of the US middle class in the new 21st century.

In contrast, Russia has emerged from tyranny and from a government based on lies, while
the US and UK submerge into tyranny shielded by lies.  Western elites desire to loot Russia,
a juicy prize, and there stands Putin in the way.  The solution is to get rid of him like they
got rid of President Yanukovich in Ukraine.

The looting elites and the neoconservative hegemonists have the same goal: make Russia a
vassal  state.   This  goal  unites  the  Western  financial  imperialists  with  the  political
imperialists.

I have recorded for readers the propaganda that is used in order to demonize Putin and
Russia.  But even I was stunned by the astounding and vicious lies in the UK publication The
Economist on July 26. The cover is Putin’s face in a spider web, and, you guessed it, the
cover story is “A Web of Lies.”

You need to read this propaganda both in order to see the gutter level of propaganda in the
West and the obvious drive to war with Russia.  There is no evidence whatsoever in the
story to support The Economist’s wild accusations and demand for the end of Western
appeasement of Russia and the harshest possible action against Putin. 

The kind of reckless lies and transparent propaganda that comprises The Economist’s story
has no other purpose than to drive the world to war.
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The Western elites and governments are not merely totally corrupt, they are insane.  As I
have previously written, don’t expect to live much longer.  In this video one of Putin’s
advisors and Russian journalists speak openly of US plans for a first strike on Russia:
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